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these are not available for irrational transfer functions, in general. Special classesfor which these are available can be found in Curtain [6], Curtain, Weiss and Weiss[11], Curtain and Zwart [13].In MacFarlane and Glover [17] the explicit formulas for the normalized coprimefactorizations were exploited to obtain explicit formulas for the robustly stabiliz-ing controllers in terms of the control and �lter Riccati equations of the originalsystem. This elegant �nite-dimensional result was extended to in�nite-dimensionalsystems with bounded inputs and outputs in Curtain and Zwart [12, Chapter 9.4]and to systems with unbounded inputs and outputs in Curtain [6] and Curtain andPritchard [9]. All of these results assume that the state-space realization is expo-nentially stabilizable and detectable. In Dym, Georgiou and Smith they solved theproblem for a special class of delay systems, using a frequency domain approach (seeDym, Georgiou and Smith [14]).In this paper we consider a class of state-space systems that are neither exponen-tially stabilizable nor detectable. Consequently, the existing theory is not applicable.The main ingredients of the proofs in [6, 9, 12, 17] were a Riccati equation theory,explicit formulas for normalized coprime factorizations and an explicit solution ofthe Nehari problem. Such results are now available for a class of nonexponentiallystabilizable systems. Preliminary results on Riccati equations and normalized co-prime factorizations were obtained in Curtain and Zwart [13]. More recently, inCurtain and Oostveen [8], a general theory is developed for Riccati equations fornonexponentially stabilizable systems and the same authors solved the Nehari prob-lem for these systems in [7]. Using these results, the robust stabilization problemfor our class of systems can be solved. All of the candidate formulas for robustlystabilizing controllers that one would guess by comparison with the exponentiallystabilizable and detectable case, derived in Curtain and Zwart [12, Chapter 9.4],make good sense. What we do in this paper is to show that under certain mild (butessential) assumptions these formulas can be proven rigorously.The class considered here, although mathematically quite special, is often usedto model large exible structures with colocated sensors and actuators (see Balakr-ishnan [3], Joshi [16], Bailey and Hubbard [1], Chen et al. [5]). It is the classicalexample of systems that are strongly stabilizable, but not exponentially stabiliz-able. The main feature is that it may have in�nitely many unstable poles, whichmeans that it is not exponentially stabilizable using a �nite-rank, bounded con-troller: Exponentially stabilizable systems with a �nite-rank, bounded input haveat most �nitely many unstable poles (see Curtain and Zwart [12, Theorem 5.2.6]).The state-space description is �(A;B;C;D), where A is a dissipative operator onthe Hilbert space Z, B 2 L(U; Z) and B = C�; D = D� � 0. The terminology\colocated" for the condition B = C�, comes from the fact that the condition arisesif the actuators and sensors are implemented at the same location. This class wasanalyzed in Curtain and van Keulen [10], where they showed that the transfer func-tion was positive real and that the controller K = �I robustly stabilized the system2



with a robustness margin of at least 1=p2.In Section 2 we give a precise mathematical description of the class of systemswe consider and we give an example of a exible beam. In Section 3, formulasfor normalized doubly coprime factorizations of transfer functions in this class arederived. In Section 4 we obtain a complete solution of the robust stabilizationproblem, including� a formula for the maximal robustness margin "max� explicit formulas for all robustly stabilizing controllers achieving a robustnessmargin " > "max.We conclude with a glossary of the notation.2 Class of SystemsWe consider bounded linear systems �(A;B;B�; D) under the following assump-tions.A1. A generates a C0 semigroup of contractions T (t) on the separable Hilbert spaceZ;A2. U is a separable Hilbert space and B 2 L(U; Z);A3. D = D� � 0;A4. �(A;�; B�) is approximately observable;A5. �(A;B;�) is approximately controllable;A6. A has compact resolvent;One of the properties we will exploit is the positive real property.De�nition 2.1 A transfer function G(s) is called positive real if1. G(�s) = G(s);2. G(s) is holomorphic on C+0 ;3. G�(s) +G(s) � 0 on C+0 .Lemma 2.2 Consider �(A;B;B�; D) satisfy the assumptions A1-A6, and de�neAB := A�BB�, thenP1. �(A;B;B�; D) has a positive real transfer function3



P2. B�(sI �AB)�1z 2 H2(U) for all z 2 Z;P3. B�(sI �A�B)�1z 2 H2(U) for all z 2 Z;P4. B�(sI �AB)�1B 2 H1(L(U));P5. AB generates a strongly stable semigroupP6. A�B generates a strongly stable semigroupProof. That G(s) is holomorphic on C+0 , follows from Corollary 3.6 in Pazy [18].The inequality G� + G � 0 follows, using the fact that A is dissipative (that A isdissipative is the content of the Lumer-Philips theorem, see Theorem 4.3 in [18]).P2 and P3 were proven as Lemma 2 in Curtain and Zwart [13], only assuming A1and A2. For P4, we use a result from Curtain and van Keulen [10], which statesthat if K is a positive real transfer function, then (I +K)�1 2 H1. Applying thisto K(s) = B�(sI � A)�1B, we obtain I � B�(sI � AB)�1B 2 H1(L(U)). P5 isproven in Benchimol [4] under the assumptions A1, A2, A5, A6 (see also Curtainand Zwart [13]). By duality, P6 follows from A1, A2, A4, A6.The above mathematical structure typically arises in models of exible structureswith colocated actuators and sensors. The following beam example is taken fromSlemrod [20] and he attributes it to Bailey and Hubbard [1].Example 2.3 Consider a exible cantilever beam of length 1. An Euler-Bernoullimodel is used to model the transverse vibrations w(x; t) of the beam. A mass isattached on the tip of the beam and on one side of the beam a piezo-electric �lm isbonded. When a voltage is applied to the �lm, it will apply a bending moment tothe beam. This voltage is the control input for the system, as output the angularvelocity of the tip is taken. The following is a suitable model for this system.@4w@x4 (x; t) + @2w@t2 (x; t) = 0 for 0 < x < 1 (1)with boundary conditionsw(0; t) = @w@x (0; t) = 0 (2)@2w@x2 (1; t) = � @3w@t2@x(1; t) + v(t) (3)@3w@x3 (1; t) = @2w@t2 (1; t); (4)and measurementy(t) = @2w@t@x(1; t): (5)4



To obtain a �rst-order representation, a number of spaces are needed. The inputspace U = Rwill serve as output space, as well. The state space is the Hilbert spaceH = fŵ 2 H2(0; 1)� L2(0; 1)�R�Rj w1 = @w1@x = 0 at x = 0gwith the inner producthv̂; ŵiH = Z 10 @2v1@x2 (x)@2w1@x2 (x)dx+ Z 10 v2w2dx+ v3w3 + v4w4;where ŵ = col(w1(x); w2(x); w3; w4) 2 H. We will de�ne the operators A : D(A) �H ! H and B 2 L(U ;H) byD(A) = fŵ 2 H4(0; 1)�H2(0; 1)�R�Rjw2(0) = @w2@x (0) = 0;w2(1) = w3; @w2@x (1) = w4; w1(0) = @w1@x (0) = 0g;A = 26666664 0 I 0 0� @4@x4 0 0 0@3@x3 jx=1 0 0 0� @2@x2 jx=1 0 0 0 37777775 ; B = 2664 0001 3775 :The system (1)-(5) can be represented by the abstract di�erential equation on H,dzdt (t) = Az(t) +Bu(t) (6)y(t) = B�z(t) (7)Slemrod [20] has shown that A is a closed, densely de�ned, skew-adjoint operatorwith compact resolvent (In fact, A is invertible and A�1 is compact). Furthermore,A generates a C0-semigroup of contractions T (t) on H. Slemrod computed the eigen-values of A and showed that there exists an orthonormal basis in H of eigenvectorsof A. The eigenvalues of A are purely imaginairy and of the form � = �i�2, where� satis�es the equation0 = 1 + cos(�) cosh(�) + �[sinh(�) cos(�)� cosh(�) sin(�)]��3[cos(�) sinh(�) + sin(�) cosh(�)] + �4[1� cos(�) cosh(�)]:Hence, it can be concluded that A is a Riesz-spectral operator (for details on Riesz-spectral operators see Section 2.3 in Curtain and Zwart [12]). Slemrod showed that�(A;�; B�) is approximately observable. Because A is a Riesz-spectral operator,We can use Theorem 4.2.3 in Curtain and Zwart to show that �(A;�; B�) is ap-proximately observable if and only if �(A�; B;�) is approximately controllable. In5



our case, A� = �A and �(A;�; B�) is approximately observable, so we have that�(�A;B;�) is approximately controllable. It is an easy application of Theorem 4.2.3in Curtain and Zwart, that �(A;B;�) is then approximately controllable, as well.Summarizing, the model (1)-(5) can be represented by �(A;B;B�) as in (6), (7).Furthermore �(A;B;B�) satis�es the conditions A1-A6, and as a consequence, itsatis�es the properties P1-P6.In the remainder of this section we introduce some stability notions, that areuseful when studying nonexponentially stabilizable systems. We consider boundedlinear systems �(A;B;C), i.e. A generates a C0-semigroup on Z, B 2 L(U; Z) andC 2 L(Z; Y ) where U , Z and Y are separable Hilbert spaces.De�nition 2.4 A C0{semigroup T (t) on a Hilbert space Z is called strongly stableif limt!1T (t)z = 0:To obtain a nice Riccati equation theory the following notion of stability of a systemis appropriate.De�nition 2.5 The bounded linear system �(A;B;C) is strongly stable if1. A generates a strongly stable C0{semigroup T (t);2. C(sI � A)�1z 2 H2(Y ) for all z 2 Z;3. B�(sI �A�)�1z 2 H2(U) for all z 2 Z;4. C(sI � A)�1B 2 H1(L(U; Y )).De�nition 2.6 The bounded linear system �(A;B;�) is strongly stabilizable ifthere exists F 2 L(Z; U) such that �(AF ; B; F ) is a strongly stable bounded linearsystem, where AF = A+ BF .De�nition 2.7 The bounded linear system �(A;B;C) is statically stabilizable ifthere exists K 2 L(Y; U) such that �(AKC ; B; C) is a strongly stable bounded linearsystem, where AKC = A+BKC.As is indicated in the introduction, we need some results on Riccati equationsfrom Oostveen [8]. Let N 2 L(Y; U), Q = Q� 2 L(Y ), R 2 L(U), R = R� � �I forsome � > 0 and consider the following Riccati equation for z 2 D(A),A�Xz +XAz � (B�X +NC)�R�1(B�X +NC)z + C�QCz = 0: (8)De�nition 2.8 The operator X 2 L(Z) is a strongly stabilizing solution to theRiccati equation (8), if 6



1. X satis�es (8) for all z 2 D(A);2. �(AFX ; B;� FXC � is a strongly stable bounded linear system;where AFX = A+BFX and FX = �R�1(B�X +NC).The Popov function � : jR ! L(U) associated with the Riccati equation (8) isde�ned by�(j!) = R+NG(j!)+ G(j!)�N� + G(j!)�QG(j!) (9)where G(j!) = C(j!I �A)�1B and ! 2 R.The following lemma, which is taken from Curtain and Oostveen [8], gives con-ditions for the existence and uniqueness of a strongly stabilizing solution to (8).Lemma 2.9 Consider the Riccati equation (8) with R � �I > 0 and assume that�(A;B;C) is statically stabilizable. (8) possesses a unique self-adjoint, stronglystabilizing solution X 2 L(Z) if and only if � is coercive.3 Coprime FactorizationsIn this section, we derive formulas for normalized doubly coprime factorizations overH1 for our class of positive real systems.The class of transfer functions we consider have components in the quotient �eldH1[H1]�1 (see Curtain, Weiss and Weiss [11].De�nition 3.1 Let G : C+0 ! L(U; Y ). Suppose that there existM(s) 2 H1(L(U)),N(s) 2 H1(L(U; Y )), ~X(s) 2 H1(L(U)), ~Y (s) 2 H1(L(Y; U)) with M invertibleon some right-half plane, such thatG(s) = N(s)M(s)�1 for s 2 C+0 , (10)~X(s)M(s)� ~Y (s)N(s) = I for s 2 C+0 : (11)We say that G = NM�1 is a right-coprime factorization of G over H1.Suppose that there exist ~M(s) 2 H1(L(Y )), ~N(s) 2 H1(L(Y; U)), X(s) 2H1(L(Y )), Y (s) 2 H1(L(U; Y )) with ~M invertible on some right-half plane, suchthat G(s) = ~M(s)�1 ~N(s) for s 2 C+0 , (12)~M(s)X(s)� ~N(s)Y (s) = I for s 2 C+0 : (13)7



We say that G = ~M�1 ~N is a left-coprime factorization of G over H1. If, in addition� M YN X ��1 = � ~X � ~Y� ~N ~M � (14)holds on C+0 , then we say that G = ~M�1 ~N = NM�1 is a doubly coprime factoriza-tion over H1. If (M;N) satis�es conditions (10), (11) and alsoN(j!)�N(j!) +M(j!)�M(j!) = I for ! 2 R, (15)we say that G = NM�1 is a normalized right-coprime factorization. If ( ~M; ~N)satis�es conditions (12), (13) and also~N(j!) ~N(j!)� + ~M(j!) ~M(j!)� = I for ! 2 R, (16)we say that G = ~M�1 ~N is a normalized left-coprime factorization. If (10){(16) allhold, we say that G = ~M�1 ~N = NM�1 is a normalized doubly coprime factoriza-tion.Our �rst result shows that for all statically stabilizable, bounded linear systems�(A;B;C;D), we can get normalized factorizations satisfying (14). However, be-cause we are unable to prove that the Bezout factors are in H1, the factorizationsare in general not coprime.Theorem 3.2 Assume that �(A;B;C) and �(A�; C�; B�) are statically stabilizable.G(s) = D + C(sI � A)�1B has the factorizations G = NM�1 = ~M�1 ~N , satisfying(10){(16), whereM(s) = S� 12 + FQ(sI � AQ)�1BS� 12 (17)N(s) = DS� 12 + (C +DFQ)(sI �AQ)�1BS� 12 ; (18)X(s) = R 12 � R 12 (C +DFQ)(sI �AQ)�1HP (19)Y (s) = �R 12FQ(sI � AQ)�1HP (20)~M(s) = R� 12 +R� 12C(sI �AP )�1HP (21)~N(s) = R� 12D + R� 12C(sI �AP )�1(B +HPD) (22)~X(s) = S 12 � S 12FQ(sI �AP )�1(B +HPD) (23)~Y (s) = �S 12FQ(sI �AP )�1HP ; (24)where R = I + DD�, S = I + D�D, FQ = �S�1(B�Q + D�C), HP = �(PC� +BD�)R�1, AQ = A+BFQ, AP = A+HPC and P and Q are the unique self-adjoint,strongly stabilizing solutions of(A�BS�1D�C)Pz+P (A�BS�1D�C)�z+BS�1B�z�PC�R�1CPz = 0(25)8



for z 2 D(A�), and(A�BS�1D�C)�Qz+Q(A�BS�1D�C)z+C�R�1Cz�QBS�1B�Qz = 0(26)for z 2 D(A). Furthermore, ~M(s) 2 H1(L(Y )), ~N(s) 2 H1(L(Y; U)), M(s) 2H1(L(U)), N(s) 2 H1(L(U; Y )) and ( ~X(s)� S 12 )u 2 H2(U), Y (s)u 2 H2(Y ) forall u 2 U , (X(s)�R 12 )y 2 H2(Y ), ~Y (s)y 2 H2(U) for all y 2 Y .Proof. a. First we show that under our assumptions, the Riccati equations(25) and (26) have strongly stabilizing solutions P and Q. R = I + DD� � I ,S = I +D�D � I , and the Popov functions for (25) and (26) are given by�P = R+D�B�(j! � A�)�1C� + C(�j! � A)�1BD +C(�j! �A)�1BB�(j! � A�)�1C�= I + (D+ C(�j! �A)�1B)(D� + B�(j! � A�)�1C�) � Iand �Q = S +D�C(j! �A)�1B +B�(�j! � A�)�1C�D +B�(�j! �A�)�1C�C(j!� A)�1B= I + (D� +B�(�j! �A�)�1C�)(D + C(j! �A)�1B) � I;respectively. So, by Lemma 2.9, both Riccati equations have a unique self-adjoint,strongly stabilizing solution.b. That M; N; ~M; ~N; X; Y; ~X; ~Y satisfy (10)-(16) is just linear algebra andmakes use of the two Riccati equations (see for instance Curtain and Zwart [12],Theorem 7.3.11 and Exercise 7.29).c. That M(s), N(s), ~M(s) and ~N(s) are in H1 is a direct consequence of thefact that P and Q are strongly stabilizing solutions of (25), (26) (Use part 2. ofDe�nition 2.8 and part 4. of De�nition 2.5). The claims for X , Y , ~X and ~Y followin the same way, now using parts 2. and 3. of De�nition 2.5.We have been unable to show that X , Y , ~X and ~Y are in H1 due to theterms FQ(sI � AQ)�1HP and FQ(sI � AP )�1HP in formulas (19), (20), (23), (24).Consequently, we cannot conclude that the factorization is coprime.For our class of positive real systems �(A;B;B�; D) under the assumptions A5-A6, we can �nd di�erent X , Y , ~X, ~Y , which together with M(s), N(s), ~M(s), ~N(s)from the theorem above, constitute a normalized doubly coprime factorization. Weneed the following result, which is taken from Curtain and van Keulen [10].Lemma 3.3 If G(s) is positive real, thenM(s) = ~M(s) = (I +G(s))�1N(s) = ~N(s) = G(s)(I + G(s))�1X(s) = ~X(s) = �Y (s) = � ~Y (s) = Iform the doubly coprime factorizations G = ~M�1 ~N = NM�1.9



Theorem 3.4 Consider the system �(A;B;B�; D) under the assumptions A1-A6.G(s) = D + B�(sI � A)�1B has a normalized doubly coprime factorization G =~M�1 ~N = NM�1 satisfying (10)-(16), given byM(s) = S� 12 + FQ(sI � AQ)�1BS� 12 (27)N(s) = DS� 12 + (B� +DFQ)(sI �AQ)�1BS� 12 ; (28)~M(s) = S� 12 + S� 12B�(sI �AP )�1HP (29)~N(s) = S� 12D + S� 12B�(sI �AP )�1(B +HPD) (30)~X(s) = � ~Y (s) = (N(s) +M(s))�1 (31)X(s) = �Y (s) = ( ~N(s) + ~M(s))�1 (32)where S = I + D2, FQ = �S�1(B�Q + DB�), HP = �(PB + BD)S�1, AQ =A + BFQ, AP = A + HPB� and P and Q are the unique self-adjoint, stronglystabilizing solutions of(A�BS�1DB�)P + P (A�BS�1DB�)� +BS�1B� � PBS�1B�P = 0 (33)and (A�BS�1DB�)�Q+ Q(A�BS�1DB�) +BS�1B� � QBS�1B�Q = 0 (34)Proof. That ~M , ~N , M and N are in H1(L(U)) and satisfy (10), (12), (15), (16)follows by applying Theorem 3.2. To be able to do so, we need that �(A;B;B�) and�(A�; B; B�) are statically stabilizable. P2-P5 show that �(A;B;B�) is staticallystabilizable and P2-P4, P6 do so for �(A�; B; B�) (Choose K = �I in the de�nitionof static stabilizability). That (11), (13) and (14) are satis�ed is clear, once youremember (31), (32). So, it remains to prove that ~X(s) = � ~Y (s), X(s) = �Y (s) 2H1(L(U)). We will only do this for ~X(s), as the proof for X(s) is completelyanalogous.M(s) +N(s) = (I +D)S� 12 + (B� + (I +D)FQ)(sI � AQ)�1BS� 12= (I +D)�I + (FQ + (I +D)�1B�)(sI �AQ)�1B	S� 12 :So, S� 12 ~X(s)(I +D) = S� 12 (M(s) +N(s))�1(I +D)= I � (FQ + (I +D)�1B�)(sI �AQ + BFQ +B(I +D)�1B�)�1B= I � (FQ + (I +D)�1B�)(sI �A +B(I +D)�1B�)�1BBecause D � 0 implies that (I+D)�1 > "I for some " > 0, we can factor (I+D)�1 =LL�, with L coercive, hence invertible. We can then apply Lemma 2 of Curtain andZwart [13] to ABL = A � BLL�B� = A � B(I + D)�1B�, to show that for allz 2 Z, R10 kL�B�TBL(t)zk2dt < 1. By the Paley-Wiener theorem and using the10



invertibility of L, we obtain B�(sI�A�+B(I +D)�1B�)�1z 2 H2(U) for all z 2 Z.Consequently,( ~Xy(�s) � S 12 )u 2 H2(U): (35)Furthermore, ~X(s) = (N(s) +M(s))�1 =M�1(s)(I +G(s))�1, so M(s) ~X(s) =(I + G(s)�1 and N(s) ~X(s) = G(s)(I + G(s)�1. Because G(s) is positive real, wecan apply Lemma 3.3 to show that M(s) ~X(s); N(s) ~X(s) 2 H1(L(U)). From (15),we obtain~X�(j!) ~X(j!) = ~X�(j!)N�(j!)N(j!) ~X(j!) + ~X�(j!)M�(j!)M(j!) ~X(j!);which is in L1(�j1; j1;L(U)) and so ~Xy(j!) 2 L1(�j1; j1;L(U)). Combiningwith (35), we obtain that ~X(s) 2 H1(L(U))4 Parameterization of Robustly Stabilizing ControllersThe problem we consider in this section is that of robust stabilization under normal-ized coprime factor perturbations, for the class of systems �(A;B;B�; D) under theassumptions A1-A6, with the additional assumption that U is �nite-dimensional.This is necessary because the Nehari results in Curtain and Oostveen [7] are onlyvalid for U �nite-dimensional. Our transfer matrices have components in the quo-tient �eld H1[H1]�1. We will denote the class of matrices of any size, with com-ponents in the �eld F by MF .By stability of a closed-loop system we shall mean the following.De�nition 4.1 If G;K 2 MH1[H1]�1 we say that (G;K) is input-output stableif 1. det(I � G(s)K(s)) 6� 0 in C+0 ;2. S := (I �GK)�1; KS; SG an (I +KSG) 2 MH1.We also say that K stabilizes G in the input-output sense.For the interpretation of this de�nition consider the block diagram below.GK- - -6 ? ��� cc e1 e2u1 u211



The transfer function from � u1u2 � to � e1e2 � isH(G;K) = � I +KSG KSSG S � : (36)Thus, De�nition 4.1 states that (G;K) is input-output stable if K stabilizes G inthe sense that all paths in the feedback con�guration are in H1. In Smith [21] it isshown that if G is stabilizable in this sense, then it has a normalized doubly coprimefactorization. It is not di�cult to show that the converse holds, as well.For a plant with a transfer matrix in MH1[H1]�1, possessing a normalizeddoubly coprime factorization, we consider the following class of perturbations.De�nition 4.2 "-admissible left-coprime factor perturbations of G are plants withtransfer matrices given byG� = ( ~M + �M)�1( ~N + �N);where � = � �N ��M � 2 MH1 and k�k1 < ".The robust stabilization problem for G we consider, is the problem of �nding allK 2 MH1[H1]�1 that stabilize all "-admissible perturbations of G for a given" > 0. In addition, we are interested in �nding the maximal robustness margin"max, i.e. the largest ", for which the above problem has a solution.Our approach is to adapt the theory of Chapter 9 of Curtain and Zwart [12]to our situation, where we replace exponential stability (stabilizability) by strongstability (stabilizability), and MÂ� by MH1.First, we relate the robust stabilization problem to a Nehari problem as in Cur-tain and Zwart [12], Corollary 9.2.9 and Theorem 9.4.3. For the Nehari problem aparameterization of all solutions has been given in Curtain and Oostveen [7], whichwill allow us to parameterize all solutions to the robust stabilization problem.Theorem 4.3 Suppose that G 2 MH1[H1]�1 has a normalized doubly coprimefactorization over H1. Let 0 < " < 1 and K 2 MH1[H1]�1. The following fourstatements are equivalent.1. K stabilizes all "-admissible left-coprime factor perturbations of G;2. K stabilizes G andk� KI � (I �GK)�1 ~M�1k1 � 1" ; (37)3. K has a right-coprime factorization K = UV �1 over H1 satisfyingk� � ~Ny~My � + � UV � k1 � (1� "2) 12 (38)12



4. There exists U , V 2 MH1, such that det(V ) 6= 0 on C+0 andk � � ~N ~M �+ � Uy V y � k1 � (1� "2) 12 (39)Proof. 1) 2. Suppose that (37) does not hold. We construct a � 2 MH1 withk�k1 < " such that G� is not stabilized by K. De�neF = � KI � (I � GK)�1 ~M�1:kFk1 � "�1, so there exists an interval (!1; !2) such that kF (j!)k > "�1 for all!1 < ! < !2. We choose !1 < !0 < !2, z0 2 Z, kz0k = 1, such that kF (j!0)z0k =� > "�1 and det( ~M(j!0) 6= 0. Next, de�ne�(s) = z0(F (j!0)z0)� 1�2(s+ 1� j!0) :Then, clearly k�k1 = 1�2 kz0z�0F (j!0)�k � 1�2 kz0z�0kkF (j!0)�k = 1� < ". Further-more,(I ��(j!0)F (j!0))z0 = z0 � 1�2z0z�0F (j!0)�F (j!0)z0= z0 � z0�kF (j!0)z0k2�2 � = 0:Using the identity (see (9.26) in [12])det(I � G�K) = det(I �GK) det( ~M)�1 det( ~M + �M) det(I ��F );we see that det(I � G�K) = 0, and so part 1 of De�nition 4.1 is not satis�ed; Kdoes not stabilize G.2 ) 1 is proven completely analogously to the corresponding part of the proof ofTheorem 9.2.6 in [12]. (Lemma 9.1.5 is used, but that Lemma also extends withoutchange).2, 3, 4. A straightforward extension of the proof of Theorem 9.4.3 in [12].This theorem reduces the problem to the solution of the suboptimal Nehariproblem for ~G = � � ~N ~M �, as stated in part 4. The solution to the Nehariproblem is well known (see Power [19]):infJ(�s)2MH1 k ~G+ Jk1 = kH ~Gk; (40)where H ~G is the Hankel operator with symbol ~G, de�ned for f 2 H2(U � U) byH ~G :H2(U � U)! H2(U); H ~Gf = �(� ~Gf�); (41)13



where � ~G is the multiplication map induced by ~G, f�(s) := f(�s) and � is theorthogonal projection from L2(�j1; j1;U) onto H2(U). The di�culty in solvingthis particular Nehari problem is that, unlike in the case of exponential stability, theHankel operator is not compact. In Curtain and Oostveen [7], a parameterization ofall solutions to the suboptimal Nehari problem at hand (assuming �nite-dimensionalinput and output spaces) was given. We will quote this result, but �rst we need tointroduce to introduce the observability and controllability gramians of ~G(s). Let~G(s) have a realization ~G(s) = ~D + ~C(sI � ~A)�1 ~B, and let us for simplicity write~U = U � U , ~Y = U (i.e. ~G(s) : ~U ! ~Y ). The semigroup generated by ~A on Z isdenoted ~T (t). Let us assume that �( ~A; ~B; ~C) is a strongly stable systemThe controllability map B : L2(0;1; ~U)! Z is de�ned byBu = lim�!1Z �0 ~T (s) ~Bu(s)ds (42)and the observability map C : Z ! L2(0;1; ~Y ) byCz = ~C ~T (t)z: (43)The controllability gramian LB and the observability gramian LC are de�ned byLB = BB�; LC = C�C: (44)They are bounded operators on Z and they are the unique self-adjoint solutions totheir respective Lyapunov equations.~ALBz + LB ~A�z = � ~B ~B�z z 2 D( ~A�) (45)~A�LCz + Lc ~Az = � ~C� ~Cz z 2 D( ~A): (46)Furthermore, r(LBLC) = r(LCLB) = kH ~Gk2. See Curtain and Oostveen [7] for thedetails.In the case we are interested in, ~G = (� ~N; ~M) =, where ~M , ~N are given by(29), (30). The stability assumption which we made above to assure the boundednessof the controllability and observability gramian are satis�ed in this case. This follows>from the formulas for ~N and ~M and the fact that P is a strongly stabilizing solutionof the Riccati equation (33).We need some technical results for the controllability and observability gramiansLB and LC .Lemma 4.4 Let G have a normalized left-coprime factorization G = ~M�1 ~N. TheHankel operator with symbol ~G = � � ~N ~M � satis�es kH ~Gk < 1.Proof. Clearly, kH ~Gk = kH ~Gy�k � k� ~Gy�k = 1, where the last equality follows fromthe fact that for an inner function F , k�F fk = kfk. Assume that kH ~Gy�k = 1. There14



must exist ffngn2N with fn 2 H2( ~Y ), kfnk = 1 such that limn!1 kH ~Gy�fnk = 1.We de�ne gn, g+n , g�n bygn(j!) = ~Gy�(j!)fn(�j!) 2 L2(�j1; j1; ~U);g+n = �gn 2 H2( ~U);g�n = (I � �)gn 2 H?2 ( ~U);where � is the orthogonal projection from L2(�j1; j1; ~U) onto H2( ~U). Clearly,g+n = H ~Gy�fn and kg+n k2H2+kg�n k2H?2 = kgnk2L2 = 1 (the last equality follows from thefact that for an inner function F , k�Ffk = kfk). Thus, we have limn!1 kg+n kH2 = 1and limn!1 kg�n kH?2 = 0. For s = �j!, we have� ~N(j!)�~M(j!)� � fn(j!) = g+n (�j!) + g�n (�j!):Multiplying by � �Y (j!)� X(j!)� �, where X and Y satisfy (13), we obtainfn(j!) = � �Y (j!)� X(j!)� � g+n (�j!) + � �Y (j!)� X(j!)� � g�n (�j!):The left-hand side has an extension to a function in H2( ~U), the �rst term on theright-hand side has an extension to a function in H?2 ( ~U). and the second term onthe right-hand side converges to 0. This contradiction implies that kH ~Gk 6= 1 andtherefore kH ~Gk < 1.Lemma 4.5 Consider the system �(A;B;B�D) with �nite-dimensional input spaceU under the assumptions A1-A6. Let ~G(s) = � � ~N(s) ~M(s) � = ~D + ~C(sI �~A)�1 ~B, where ~M and ~N are given by (29), (30). LB and LC are given byLB = P (47)LC = Q(I + PQ)�1; (48)where P and Q are as in Theorem 3.4. Then,r(LBLC) = r(LCLB) = r(PQ(I + PQ)�1): (49)Proof. >From Lemma 4.4, we obtain that r(LBLC) = r(LCLB) = kH ~Gk < 1.Hence I � LBLC and I � LCLB are boundedly invertible. The proof of Lemma9.4.10 in [12] applies to prove that I + PQ is boundedly invertible and that (47),(48) hold. The equality of the spectral radii in (49) is then trivial.We quote the solution of the Nehari problem from Curtain and Oostveen [7].Theorem 4.6 Let ~G(s) = ~C(sI� ~A)�1 ~B. The following three statements are equiv-alent. 15



1. There exists a J(�s) 2 MH1 such thatk ~G+ Jk1 < �; (50)2. � > r 12 (LBLC)3. There exists an X(�s) 2 MH2 such that V (�s) := X�1(�s) 2 MH2 andX�111 (�s) 2 MH1, satisfying the spectral factorization� I ~G0 I �y� I 00 ��2I �� I ~G0 I � = Xy� I 00 �I �X (51)on s = j!, ! 2 R.Moreover, all J(�s) 2 MH1 satisfying (50) for � > r 12 (LBLC) are given byJ(�s) = R1(�s)R2(�s)�1 with� R1(�s)R2(�s) � = X�1(�s)� Q(�s)I � ;and Q(�s) 2 MH1 satis�es kQk1 � 1. An X satisfying (51) and its inverse aregiven byX(s) = � I 00 �I � + ��2 � � ~CLB� ~B� �N��(sI + ~A�)�1 � ~C� LC ~B � ; (52)V (s) = � I 00 ��1I ����2 � � ~CLB~B� � (sI+ ~A�)�1N�� � ~C� ��1LC ~B � ;(53)where N� = (I � ��2LBLC)�1.Now we can proceed as in Chapter 9 of [12], to obtain a parameterization of allstabilizing controllers for G(s)Theorem 4.7 Consider the robust stabilization problem for �(A;B;B�; D) underthe assumptions A1-A6, with the additional assumption that U is �nite-dimensional.1. The maximum robustness margin satis�es "max = (1� r(PQ(I + PQ)�1)) 12 .2. All robustly stabilizing controllers K 2 MH1[H1]�1 for G(s) = D+B�(sI�A)�1B achieving a robustness margin 0 < " < "max. are given byK(s) = [�11(s)L(s) + �12(s)][�21(s)L(s) + �22(s)]�1; (54)16



where� �11 �12�21 �22 � =  1"S� 12 1�DS� 121"DS� 12 � 1�S� 12 ! (55)+ 1�2 � FQB� +DFQ � (sI � AQ)�1W � � 1"BS� 12 � 1�PBS� 12 � ;where W = (I + (1 � ��2)PQ)�1, S = I + D2, FQ = �S�1(DB� + B�Q),� = (1 � "2) 12 and P and Q are the unique self-adjoint, strongly stabilizingsolution of (33) and (34), respectively.Proof. The proof is a matter of manipulating the formulas, and is a straightforwardextension of the proofs of Lemma 9.4.13, Lemma 9.4.14 and Theorem 9.4.15 in [12].A popular choice in the literature is to use the central controller, which amountsto the choise L(s) � 0 in the formula (54), above.Corollary 4.8 Consider the system �(A;B;B�; D) under the assumptions A1-A6and let U be �nite-dimensional. Let P , Q, FQ and W be as in the previous theorem.The controllerK0(s) = �D � 1�2B�Q(sI �A0)�1W �PB;, where �2 = 1� "2 andA0 = A+ (B � 1�2W �PBD)FQ � 1�2W �PBB�stabilizes the system with a robustness margin of ", 0 < " < "max.Finally, we return to our example 2.3.Example 4.9 We derive a formula for all robustly stabilizing controllers for theexible beam model of example 2.3. In this example, we had A� = �A, D = 0, wichmakes it easy to see that P = I , Q = I . >From this, we can see that "max = 1p2 andall robustly stabilizing controllers with robustness margin 0 < " < "max are givenby K(s) = [�11(s)L(s) + �12(s)][�21(s)L(s) + �22(s)]�1; (56)where� �11(s) �12(s)�21(s) �22(s) � = � 1"I 00 � 1� I �+ 12�2 � 1I � �II �B�(sI �A+ BB�)�1B � 1"I � 1� I � ;� = p1� "2 and L 2MH1 satis�es kLk1 � 1.In particular, the controller K = �I , which corresponds with L(s) = � "p1�"2 I ,is robustly stabilizing with maximal robustness margin 1p2 .17



5 NotationLet Z1, Z2 be separable Hilbert spaces, B a Banach space and 
 � C .L(Z1; Z2) bounded linear operators from Z1 to Z2.L(Z1) L(Z1; Z1)C+0 fs 2 C jRe(s) > 0gL2(
; B) Lebesgue-measurable, square integrable B-valued functionson 
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